PAP IB, a new member of the Reg gene family: cloning, expression, structural properties, and evolution by gene duplication.
Reg proteins are expressed in various organs and are involved in cancers and neurodegenerative diseases. They display a typical C-type lectin-like domain but possess additional highly conserved amino acids. By studying human databases and Expressed Sequence Tags library, we identified a new member called PAP IB. Using probabilistic approaches, we established a phylogenetic tree of eighteen Reg proteins. The dendogram showed that they constitute a superfamily composed of three distinct families (FI to FIII) of paralogues that resulted from duplication. We therefore focused on two proteins, REG Ialpha and PAP IB, belonging to the more closely related FI and FII families, respectively. REG Ialpha and PAP IB share 50% sequence identity. After cloning PAP IB, however, we found that it was expressed almost only in pancreas, unlike REG Ialpha, whose expression is ubiquitous. In addition, by building a model of the structure of PAP IB based on the X-ray structure of REG Ialpha, we observed that the two proteins displayed distinctive surface charge distribution, which may lead to different ligands binding. In spite of their common fold that should result in closely related functions, REG Ialpha and PAP IB are a good example of duplication and divergence, probably with the acquisition of new functions, thus participating in the evolution of the protein repertoire.